Short-Term Grafting of Human Neural Stem Cells: Electrophysiological Properties and Motor Behavioral Amelioration in Experimental Parkinsons Disease.
Cell replacement therapy in Parkinsons disease (PD) still lacks a study addressing the acquisition of electrophysiological properties of human grafted neural stem cells and their relation with the emergence of behavioral recovery after transplantation in the short term. Here we study the electrophysiological and biochemical profiles of two ventral mesencephalic human neural stem cell (NSC) clonal lines (C30-Bcl-XL and C32-Bcl-XL) that express high levels of Bcl-XL to enhance their neurogenic capacity, after grafting in an in vitro parkinsonian model. Electrophysiological recordings show that the majority of the cells derived from the transplants are not mature at 6 weeks after grafting, but 6.7% of the studied cells showed mature electrophysiological profiles. Nevertheless, parallel in vivo behavioral studies showed a significant motor improvement at 7 weeks postgrafting in the animals receiving C30-Bcl-XL, the cell line producing the highest amount of TH+ cells. Present results show that, at this postgrafting time point, behavioral amelioration highly correlates with the spatial dispersion of the TH+ grafted cells in the caudate putamen. The spatial dispersion, along with a high number of dopaminergic-derived cells, is crucial for behavioral improvements. Our findings have implications for long-term standardization of stem cell-based approaches in Parkinsons disease.